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Full Clinic SOS Day: Dogs & Cats

"Spay It Forward" Corporate & Individual
Sponsorships

Half Clinic Day: Mothers &
Kittens 

Sponsors
receive:

Half Clinic SOS Day: Dogs only
25 Dogs of mixed sizes
30 Cats
Spay/Neuter Surgery
Vaccines (as needed)
Microchips (as requested)

30 total mother cats & kittens
Vaccines (as needed)
Microchips (as requested)
This package serves those who
have a mama cat plus her
kittens thus making multiple
surgeries affordable. 

25 Dogs of mixed sizes
Spay/Neuter Surgery
Vaccines (as needed)
Microchips (as requested)

You can help pets in need of spay, neuter, vaccines and microchips by sponsoring one of our
SOS clinics specifically targeted towards the people and pets who need it most. 

For more information please email amanda@therawleyproject.org

It goes without saying that you guys are doing much needed work and
helping so many people experience owning animals without having to pay
extreme vet costs for basic services. I can't believe how much my vet was

going to charge for this same procedure ($1000!), but no bad vibes to
anyone, just THANKFUL and GRATEFUL for YOU in this moment!! 

-Stacie
 

We are so grateful that Rogue was selected for the
upcoming discounted neutering day. I can’t begin to

explain how big of a blessing this is for our family!
Thank you SO much from the very bottom of my heart. 

- Brittney, FIXbend SOS clinic recipient

Don't see what you're looking for? We are happy to discuss how we can make your vision come to life.

SOS clinics provide critical services for pets whose owners have demonstrated significant financial
hardship. Each owner has submitted their story as to how this gift will impact them and their pet's life and
has been financially qualified. Each person is required to contribute a dollar amount they determine they
can afford towards their pets surgery. Sadly, affordable veterinary services are out of reach for so many
people. Our SOS clinics provide an opportunity for those who want to care for their pet the ability to do
so. 

FIXbend is a program of the The Rawley Project. A registered 501c3 nonproit EIN 86-2306556

Individual/Partial  Sponsorships:
*Only includes social media marketing 

Sponsor your choice of animals.
Male dogs $200
Female dogs $225
Male cats $80
Female cats $100
Microchips $35
Vaccines $25-$75

Investment $6,000


